A vector x0 G 77 is called a cyclic vector of T if VT=o( ^"^ol = H-The existence of cyclic vectors of weighted shifts has been the subject of investigation by many authors; see, for example, Douglas, Shapiro and Shields [3] , [4] , Gellar [6] , Herrero [7] , Deddens, Gellar and Herrero [2] , Nikolskiï [11] , [12] and Rabindranathan [14] .
We say that an operator A is power-bounded if ||j4"|| < 8 for all n = 1, 2, 3, ... , where S is a constant. 
The subnormality of the weighted shifts TAJ has been recently studied by Lambert [10] . In this paper we exhibit the existence of cyclic vectors of such weighted shifts under nice conditions on the operator A.
We set A*= 2 k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m>k I (2) and prove the following Theorem 1. Let A be power-bounded and such that for every nonzero vector f E 77, A"f does not converge to 0 as n -> oo. Then any vector x = {xm}^_0 in I2, such that
(ii) limAm=0, and (
is a cyclic vector of TA,.
Proof. We first observe that
In fact, as A is power-bounded, let \\A "|| < 8, for all n = 1,2,_Then p(/) = 0 implies that there exists, for every e > 0, an n0 = n0(f e) such that \\A "°/|| < e/8; and hence \\Ay\\ = \\A"-"°A"°f\\ < \\A"""»Il \\An»/|| 77) is an open problem, the so-called transitive algebra problem raised by Kadison [8] . The first solution of the problem was given by Arveson [1] ; see also [13] . An elegant account of such solutions is given in Radjavi and Rosenthal [15] . For later additions we refer to Lambert [9] and Yadav and Chatterjee [17] . Here we shall show that if A is a contraction of the class C,., then the transitive algebra 6E containing TAJ is 5(77). Thus TAJ is similar to the multiplicity 1 unilateral shift U. Arveson [1] showed that any transitive algebra containing U is 5(77). As similarity preserves 5(77) and transitivity, the only transitive algebra & containing TAJ is B(H). Finally we state the following theorem without proof:
Theorem 6. If A is an invertible contraction with A ~ ' power-bounded, then the only transitive algebra & containing TAj is 5(77).
